Modeling the structure and dynamics of large macromolecules remains a critical challenge. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are expensive because they model every atom independently, and are difficult to combine with experimentally derived knowledge. Assembly of molecules using fragments from libraries relies on the database of known structures and thus may not work for novel motifs. Coarse-grained modeling methods have yielded good results on large molecules but can suffer from difficulties in creating more detailed full atomic realizations. There is therefore a need for molecular modeling algorithms that remain chemically accurate and economical for large molecules, do not rely on fragment libraries, and can incorporate experimental information. RNABuilder works in the internal coordinate space of dihedral angles and thus has time requirements proportional to the number of moving parts rather than the number of atoms. It provides accurate physics-based response to applied forces, but also allows userspecified forces for incorporating experimental information. A particular strength of RNABuilder is that all Leontis-Westhof basepairs can be specified as primitives by the user to be satisfied during model construction. We apply RNABuilder to predict the structure of an RNA molecule with 160 bases from its secondary structure, as well as experimental information. Our model matches the known structure to 10.2 Angstroms RMSD and has low computational expense.
INTRODUCTION
R NA plays a pervasive role in gene regulation and expression. Messenger RNA provides the template for protein synthesis, but also contains structures which regulate translation [1] . The ribosome is responsible for reading the genetic code and for synthesizing proteins. The spliceosome, a complex of RNA and protein, removes noncoding introns but can also select specific exons in the context of alternative splicing. In recent years, there has been an explosion of knowledge in RNA epigenetics [2] , [3] , with other functions of RNA emerging [4] , [5] . RNA is thus central to life.
However, our understanding of RNA structure and function is limited because the molecules are difficult to crystallize [6] . Compounding the problem, RNAs are prone to misfolding and long-lived kinetic traps [7] , [8] . Theoretical approaches for folding and dynamics are challenged by the role of counterions, the size of the molecules, the delicate energetic balance between alternative conformations, and the long times required to equilibrate during folding.
Several existing methods can predict the structures of smaller RNAs using knowledge-based methods, which depend on the statistical analysis of available experimental structural data. Fragment Assembly of RNA (FARNA) samples trinucleotide fragments from a database and screens these structures using a coarse-grained potential [9] . MC-Sym samples four-nucleotide cycles with a given combination of base pairs and assembles them into a final molecule [10] . These fragment assembly methods can have difficulty forming closed structures because of the difficulty in finding a combination of fragments consistent with them. Discrete Molecular Dynamics (DMD) uses a reduced representation of RNAs with three pseudoatoms per nucleotide and has been reported to predict the structure of tRNA with good accuracy; results for P4/P6 are expected to appear soon. The Nucleic Acid Simulation Tool (NAST) represents RNA with one pseudoatom per residue and can fold the ($160 nt) P4/P6 domain of the Tetrahymena group I intron to 16:3 A RMSD, representing the best computational prediction prior to that of the current work [11] . NAST required 300 cpu-hours, whereas the present method converges in a few hours on a single processor, while also obtaining much greater accuracy. The C2A program allows NAST structures to be refined to atomic detail, as a starting point for further refinement [44] . In this paper, we present results with RNABuilder, an internal coordinate (IC) dynamics code. Because of its internal coordinate framework, its computational requirements for the most part grow linearly with system size, and thus, it can handle significantly larger molecules than those described here. RNABuilder does not use fragment libraries and therefore is not limited by their lack of structural diversity.
A key design feature of RNABuilder is to allow the user to make all decisions about modeling, and so it is not an entirely automated method (in contrast to some of the methods reviewed above), but instead provides a powerful toolkit for making and testing structural hypotheses. The user determines which secondary structural and tertiary base-pairing forces will be applied, which regions will be rigid rather than flexible, and how sterics will be treated. This flexible framework supports a wide variety of applications beyond those described here.
In this work, we first describe the open source Simbody IC mechanics library that forms the base of RNABuilder. We then describe the Molmodel API that provides a molecular interface to Simbody. RNABuilder is built on Molmodel and incorporates specific knowledge of RNA bases and their geometry and physics; we describe its force field, handling of steric exclusion, various supported polymers, operating parameters, and performance. In a prior preliminary report, RNABuilder was used to generate accurate all-atoms structures of tRNA, the P4/P6 domain of the Tetrahymena ribozyme [12] , and the entire Azoarcus ribozyme [13] . In this paper, we demonstrate the use of a reduced-atom representation of the RNA polymer to model the P4/P6 domain, the resulting structure has accuracy comparable to that of our previously published all-atoms structure [13] and is fully converged within a few hours on a laptop computer.
The Simbody library underlying RNABuilder is an internal (or generalized) coordinate code. Most popular dynamical methods (MD, DMD), in contrast, use Cartesian coordinates, each atom or particle is an independent point mass with three x,y,z coordinates specifying its location with respect to a fixed origin. However, dynamics can be computed in any coordinate set q in which Newton's second law can be satisfied, with the Cartesian coordinates obtained as needed via known functions x(q), y(q), z(q). For example, we can use a normal mode basis in which q is a set of modal frequencies [14] .
Under an IC scheme [15] , atoms are partitioned onto rigid bodies, and the bodies are interconnected via joints into an open tree structure, with the coordinates q representing nonlinear joint coordinates relating each body to its "parent" body within the tree. (Algebraic constraints gðqÞ ¼ 0 are adjoined if there are interbody loops.) The bond lengths and bond angles are typically fixed, leaving the bodies free to rotate only about rotatable bond axes. However, a major strength of this scheme is the freedom to choose these mobilities explicitly. If the internal motion of an entire molecular domain is unimportant or stable enough to be considered immobile, all of the rotatable bonds therein can be rigidified, turning the entire domain into a single unit whose rigid body motion can be computed very economically. On the other hand, where accuracy of details matters and the molecule is more dynamic, local bonds can be freed, as would be done in Cartesian coordinate mechanics.
The use of IC models for biopolymers has a long history; including the construction of physical ball and stick models that only allow dihedral rotations, as used by early crystallographers [45] . Levinthal [16] also used IC models in early computer models. Levitt et al. [17] , Noguti and Go [18] , and Li and Scheraga [19] used them to compute physical properties, but did not compute forward dynamics. Mazur et al. [20] derived equations of motion in internal coordinates but claimed that they required Oðn 3 Þ time to solve-time proportional to the cube of the number of atoms. For that reason, these methods were largely abandoned in favor of atomistic molecular dynamics. The discovery of recursive methods to solve IC equations of motion in O(n) time (linear in the number of independent bodies) made these methods practical for dynamics. An O(n) multibody method developed for spacecraft was applied to proteins in [21] , and related methods are useful for investigating polymers in all-torsion coordinates [22] , [23] , and large protein domain motions in reduced-torsion coordinates [24] . Methods for x-ray [25] and NMR [15] , [26] structure refinement also use IC methods with specialized force fields. Although these results are promising, the methods are technically difficult to develop and progress has been hampered by the lack of available open source codes. Recently, we developed the Simbody multibody code to address this need [27] , [28] .
METHODS
In this section, we describe the software architecture of RNABuilder. The bottom layer is provided by the Simbody internal coordinate mechanics library. The Molmodel layer facilitates connection to Simbody by providing molecular objects. RNABuilder provides an interface with which the user can easily control simulation conditions, specify flexibility, and add sterics and base pairing forces.
Simbody Internal Coordinate Mechanics Code
We implemented RNABuilder using the SimTK simulation toolkit. SimTK provides a variety of tools for physical simulation including its internal coordinate rigid body dynamics toolkit, Simbody, and a molecular modeling API, Molmodel. These are summarized in Fig. 2 . Working in internal coordinates allows one to embed joint constraints directly within the coordinate basis. Thus, the flexibility of the molecule is controlled by choice of coordinates. Our method allows the user to change which parts are rigid at different stages of the algorithm. We have used this in prior work to rigidify threading templates, onto which a flexible molecule of unknown structure is aligned [12] . Similarly, conformational change in a molecule of known structure could be modeled by rigidifying domains but leaving hinge regions flexible, and subsequently aligning the domains to a template or enforcing specific contacts. Lastly, if part of a molecule is of known or converged structure, that part can be made rigid leaving only the region of unknown structure flexible for economy.
Conventional (Cartesian coordinate) molecular dynamics treats each atom as a separate body with three degrees of freedom. To make the system more rigid, one must use a constraint algorithm, such as SHAKE [37] or LINCS [39] , to remove unwanted degrees of freedom. In this conventional view, everything is free to move unless restricted by additional constraint equations. For highly constrained systems, these algorithms can be very inefficient.
In contrast, Simbody describes a system as a set of rigid bodies interconnected by mobilizers, as depicted in Fig. 1 . In this view, a rigid body has no inherent degrees of freedom and cannot move. The only degrees of freedom present in the system are those explicitly granted by a mobilizer. For example, a pin mobilizer (used to represent a torsional bond) defines only a single degree of freedom, the rotation angle around its axis. The more rigid the system is, the fewer degrees of freedom there are, and the more efficient the simulation becomes. More precisely, the ith mobilizer defines a small number (1-6) of generalized coordinates q i and generalized speeds u i , depending on the number of degrees of freedom introduced by that mobilizer. These are aggregated into q ¼ fq i g and u ¼ fu i g which are the complete set of nq internal coordinates and n internal velocities. In this set of coordinates, the multibody tree system's equations of motion are as follows:
where M is the n Â n composite system mass matrix, f is n generalized forces including the contributions of applied and Coriolis forces, N is an nq Â n block diagonal kinematic coupling matrix, and t is time. If the system is also subject to constraints, its equations of motion become
where g(t,q) is a set of m constraint equations, G ¼ @g=@q and the Lagrange multipliers represent the unknown constraint forces. In the constrained case, the generalized coordinates span a larger motion space than is allowed for the bodies, so they must be actively restricted to move only in the manifold represented by the constraint equations g. Note that (1) is just a set of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) while (2) is a numerically challenging set of mixed differential and algebraic equations (DAEs) of index 3 [29] , [30] . Simbody provides numerical integrators that can efficiently integrate this system through time.
In conventional molecular dynamics, the coordinates all control components (atoms) that are of a similar scale and there are a very large number of them, so stability requirements do not vary much from step to step. Consequently, choosing a numerical integration method that runs at a fixed step size limited by the worst-case step's stability requirement is reasonable. In internal coordinate multibody systems, on the other hand, the coordinates vary dramatically in their effects, there are far fewer of them, and coordinate coupling and gyroscopic effects introduce strong state dependence. Thus, activity from step to step can vary widely. Consequently, variable step, error-controlled numerical integrators are standard for use with multibody systems. This permits effective step size to be determined by the average requirements of the model over the whole simulation, typically permitting much larger steps than required by the worst individual steps, without loss of accuracy or stability. Simbody provides a variety of such integrators; we use the fourth order Runge-Kutta-Merson integrator for this work. This is a variable step size integrator that uses five force evaluations in each time step to produce a fourth order accurate trajectory and a third order accurate error estimate. It adaptively chooses the size of each time step to maintain a desired level of accuracy while still taking the smallest number of time steps possible. Runge-Kutta-Merson integration is known to perform well on rough potentials, such as result from using the collision-detecting contact spheres described later in this work. RNABuilder also offers the Velocity Verlet integrator. This explicitly conserves energy when running in the optional fixed time step mode, but in knowledge-based simulation using a thermostat, energy conservation is not relevant. The choice of integrator makes a difference in computational expense but has little effect on the final result. Constraints are stabilized using the method of coordinate projection [30] .
In addition to time integration, it is also possible to do Monte Carlo (MC) simulations in RNABuilder. However, in internal coordinate mechanics a small torsion angle change close to the root of the biopolymer can be amplified into a large displacement of the other end of the chain, thus MC has a high rejection rate in this context. RNABuilder is nonetheless a useful testbed for exploring the viability of such approaches.
RNABuilder uses steric interactions that are represented by elastic spheres implemented with Simbody's contact modeling features. Spheres are placed at points on the molecule, and apply a repulsive force when they come into contact with each other. Unlike the nonbonded interactions in conventional molecular force fields, this is a very shortrange interaction that goes to zero as soon as the spheres are no longer in contact. This allows it to be calculated very quickly. The force on overlapping spheres is calculated with Simbody's Hunt-Crossley contact model [31] , [32] . The radii of the spheres is chosen to optimize the quality of ideal Aform helices, but can be altered by the user in the supplied RNABuilder parameter file.
Force calculations in Simbody are implemented in a modular way allowing different forces to be added together in arbitrary combinations. We compute the total forces f(t,q,u) in the system by combining the modular component forces. RNABuilder uses three main force subsystems: 1) contact forces for the collision detecting spheres used to prevent steric clashes, 2) a base pairing module which uses a force-torque pair to bring bases into the desired interaction geometry [12] , and 3) a Tinker-style force field with Amber99 [33] parameters. The user can separately control the strength of all terms of the latter; for economy only the bond stretching term is active by default. Temperature is maintained with one of two thermostats: 1) a simple velocity rescaling thermostat, which periodically rescales the values of all generalized speeds (and hence, the Cartesian velocities of the rigid bodies in the system) to enforce the correct total kinetic energy, or 2) a Nosé-Hoover thermostat [34] , [35] , which is a deterministic (i.e, force-based) thermostat that maintains a Boltzmann distribution of energy.
Molmodel Extension to Simbody
As mentioned earlier, RNABuilder is a program for modeling and simulating coarse-grained RNA molecules. RNABuilder exploits the Molmodel and Simbody libraries of the Simbios tool kit (SimTK, Fig. 2 ). Simbody is a software library and API for simulation of articulated rigid body systems using multibody mechanics (see earlier section). Molmodel is a molecular modeling API layered on Simbody for modeling and simulating molecules, with customizable flexibility, including all-atom Cartesian models, internal coordinate models, fully rigid molecules, and hybrid models.
Rigidification of molecular structures can be done at many scales and results in enhanced performance and simplified simulation. At the fine scale, rigidification of bond lengths is customary in many contemporary molecular simulations [36] , [37] , [38] , [39] . At the coarser scale, domains or entire molecules may be rigidified for a variety of modeling reasons including but not limited to computational economy [12] .
An important challenge in coarse-grained molecular modeling is choosing which groups of atoms to combine into rigid clusters. This choice is comparatively simple for small functional groups such as aromatic rings, where chemical constraints suggest groups of atoms with minimal freedom to move relative to one another. At larger scales, secondary structure elements such as DNA and RNA duplexes and protein alpha helices may be modeled as rigid units. At even larger scales, individual domains and the boundaries between them may be modeled as rigid [40] or sets of rigid components connected with flexible hinges (determined experimentally or inferred computationally [41] ). RNABuilder generally assumes that bases are fully rigid. There is a single ring closing bond in the ribose ring which is free to change length, angle, and dihedral to accommodate puckering motions; the force field's bond stretching term keeps this bond length within the normal range. All remaining bonds have fixed lengths and angles but are free to rotate (Fig. 3 ).
Enforcing Base-Base Interactions
RNABuilder can apply interactions between bases which at equilibrium reproduce any of the base pair types classified in the Leontis-Stombaugh-Westhof catalog [42] . These consist of a force and torque which tend to align an attachment frame on the first residue's base, with a body frame on the second residue's base (centered on the glycosidic nitrogen, see Fig. 4 ). Once these frames are aligned, the desired base pairing geometry is recapitulated. The task of parameterizing the force field is thus primarily that of choosing the position and orientation of the attachment frame with respect to a frame of reference fixed on the first residue's glycosidic nitrogen, to reproduce a desired basepairing geometry. Accordingly, RNABuilder's parameter file contains the X,Y,Z distances and rotation angles of attachment frames A1 needed to generate any of the Leontis and Westhof base pairs [42] , as well as stacking and other interactions. We also provide a program to determine these parameters for any additional interactions the user may wish to model, given the 3D atomic coordinates of two residues engaged in the interaction.
The translational force used to bring A1 and B1 together was introduced in [12] and will be adjusted here. But it is not enough to align A1 and B1 translationally, they must also align rotationally. The rotation that must be applied to align it with A1 is computed as:
Here, we are given G R B1 and G R B2 , the body frame orientations with respect to ground, which are known as functions of the generalized coordinates q, and B1 R A1 the constant orientation of attachment frame A1 in residue 1's body frame, which is known from our model of the particular base pairing interaction being enforced.
From Euler's rotation theorem, A1 R B2 can be expressed as a rotation of scalar angle about an axis (vector of unit length). The following potential is intended to minimize as well as r, the translational distance between A1 and B2 ( Fig. 5 )
The constants and k are set separately for each interaction type in the parameter file, where is typically positive and k is typically negative for this potential type. The radial range c is set globally by the user in the input file, as is the scaling factor m. The function g is harmonic at short range (as are most potentials), decays with inverse radius at long range (like the electrostatic forces that may drive folding), and has a maximum derivative (hence maximum force) at its inflection point at c (reminiscent of the Lennard-Jones potential, which also has an inflection point). The force is then Fig. 4 . Enforcing base pairs. The base pairing interaction includes a force and a torque which act to align the attachment frame A1 of residue 1 with the body frame B2 of residue 2. Equilibrated configuration is shown in bold colors in the center.
The translational force is thereforẽ
Where we dropped the negative sign because of the sense of r. The angular dependence of this expression did not appear in [13] . As a technical matter, we do not apply the force to A1 directly but instead on to the body origin of the first base, O1. Moving the point of application in this way results in a torque, which must then be removed. Similarly, forces are not applied to B2 but to O2. The location of the body origin depends on bond mobilities and is generally unknown to the user. The adjusted torques are thus
Where the first term on the right-hand side in each expression is recognizable from (8) and the second constitutes the described adjustment. The user should also be aware of units and the meaning of physical quantities. RNABuilder inherits its system of units (picoseconds, nanometers, kJ/mol, and Daltons) from Molmodel. The depth k and range c of the potential are motivated by physicochemical experiments and statistical studies [12] . However, time, energy, and temperature are not physically meaningful since the interactions are imposed by the user and the dimensionality of the kinematics is reduced; further the treatment of sterics is very approximate as we will discuss next.
Steric Exclusion
RNABuilder models steric exclusion using two collisiondetecting contact sphere schemes designed to prevent atomic nuclei from approaching each other too closely. The two schemes are as follows:
In the reduced (SelectedAtoms) sterics scheme, we apply Contact spheres to the phosphorus, C4*, and glycosidic nitrogen atoms. The user can modify the identities of the atoms (up to four atoms), as well as the radius and effective stiffness of the sphere to be applied to each. We determined the default radius of each of these three spheres by iteratively forming 10 base pair helices and minimizing the root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) with respect to idealized helices generated using the make_na server [43] . The reduced scheme is designed for economy at some cost in accuracy (note the lack of spheres in the interior of the helix) but often reproduces structures comparable to those obtained with a fuller scheme.
In the full (AllHeavyAtomSterics) scheme, every atom except for the hydrogens gets a contact sphere, all with the same radius and stiffness, which are user adjustable parameters. The default radius was similarly optimized by minimizing RMSD with respect to an idealized helix (Fig. 6 ).
Protein Modeling
RNABuilder allows the user to create protein as well as RNA chains. The base pairing force field and reduced sterics scheme discussed were devised specifically for RNA. However, all other RNABuilder features are applicable to proteins as well. The user may create a chain by specifying its sequence in single letter code using the alphabet of 20 canonical amino acid types, read in its structure from a file, apply the full (AllHeavyAtomSterics) sterics, control the flexibility for any stretch of residues, restrain any residue to ground or to any other residue, etc. The objective is not to provide full modeling functionality for proteins at this time, but rather to provide a basic treatment of the protein component of protein-RNA complexes such as the ribosome. As an example, in ongoing work we flexibilized only key hinge points in a ribosome (the "neck" region, and base of the beak and L1 stalk) from a species A, while leaving the remaining RNA domains rigid. The protein components were rigid and fixed to the corresponding RNA domains. We then aligned the semiflexible ribosome with a fully rigid ribosome from a species B in a different conformational state. The result was a ribosome from species A in a conformation previously observed in species B, obtained at low computational cost.
Modeling in Stages
RNABuilder allows user control of modeling parameters, including temperature, size, and number of reporting intervals, the weight (often zero) to be applied to any of the Amber99 [33] force field terms, and others. These can be grouped into "stages" to apply a multistep strategy in a single modeling run. For example, the program can change the temperature in successive stages. It can apply forces, bond mobilities, and sterics in a sequence specified by the user. These features allow the user to rigidify regions after they converge (saving computer time), apply forces at different times to prescribe a folding sequence, and apply time-ordered temperature profiles to create a simulated annealing profile.
Computational Complexity and Memory Requirements
As mentioned, the computer time requirement for integrating the equations of motion is O(n) for n mobilities (degrees of freedom) in Simbody's formulation of multibody mechanics. We measured the amount of time required in RNABuilder to compute 1 ps of dynamics for extended chains of RNA of varying lengths. The calculation was done on a single core of an Intel Nehalem processor of an 8-core Mac Pro. We plotted this for rigid chains as well as flexible chains with and without AllHeavyAtomSterics applied; the time requirements were approximately O(n) in each case. Considerable savings can be had by rigidifying bonds in the molecule (Fig. 7) . Memory requirements are also an important aspect because they determine the maximum size of molecules which can be treated. In order to find the size limit, we created extended chains as before, with base pairing forces applied, on a MacBook Pro with a 2.93 GHz Intel processor. RNABuilder was compiled in 32 bit mode enabling the use of 4 GB of RAM; if available, more memory can be addressed by compiling in 64 bit mode. We found that with the current implementation, the RNA Biopolymer required about 226 KBytes of real memory per residue; we were able to instantiate chains of at least 13,000 residues before running out of free memory (Fig. 8 ).
APPLICATION: FOLDING P4/P6
In prior work [13] , we folded the P4/P6 domain of the Tetrahymena group I intron by applying base pairing contacts obtained from experiments and calculations that did not make explicit reference to the crystallographic structure. These included UV-crosslinking, dimethyl sulfate and other protection assays, NMR, structural bioinformatics, and phylogenetics. These results provide information not only of the residues involved but often also of the specific type of interaction. For example, the tetraloop-11-nucleotide receptor motif can be detected from sequence and strictly follows a known 3D pattern across molecules and organisms. Also, NMR can provide the structure of small fragments of a molecule even when the larger molecule has not been solved crystallographically. RNABuilder provides a means to turn most of this information into putative 3D molecular structures. In this work, we describe engineering aspects of the P4P6 simulation.
The calculation was run on a single core of an Intel Nehalem processor of an 8-core Mac Pro. We repeated the run four times with randomized initial velocities and obtained 9.3, 10.1, 11.2, and 10:3 A RMSD, averaged over the last nanosecond of the simulation (Fig. 9 ). This is some 6 A lower than the best previously published computational prediction. Each run required about 10.5 hours of computer time. The correct overall geometry was recovered with the main discrepancy being in the geometry and topology around P5c. L5c in the reference structure is contacting the neighboring molecule in the crystal, making the position of helix P5c incorrect [11] . This issue makes it unlikely that the accuracy of any method will approach 0 A. All regions of the molecule converged on roughly the same time scale and so no particular rigidification was applied; we found that in such cases rigidification beyond that of the default configuration ( Fig. 3) diminished accuracy. See Fig. 10 , for a representative structure and additional simulation parameters.
CONCLUSIONS
Previously, we showed that RNABuilder can generate accurate structures of transfer RNA, P4/P6 [12] , and the entire Azoarcus group I intron [13] . In this work, we modified the potential slightly and described engineering aspects of folding P4/P6. The results highlight the advantages of using internal coordinate multibody mechanics. By reducing the degrees of freedom and using collision-detecting spheres rather than physical pairwise interactions, we achieved convergence in a few hours. The RMSD was 6 A lower than that of previously published methods, and the computational expense was an order of magnitude lower. RNABuilder enables user control of modeling choices, including base-interaction forces, steric schemes, and runtime parameters. Our empirical results confirm that the computational complexity of RNABuilder Fig. 7 . Relative scaling of per-step computer time versus number of residues. In all cases, we generated two complementary RNA strands of varying lengths and ran for 1 ps at each length. To isolate just per-step costs, we used a Velocity Verlet integrator with 1 fs fixed time steps, no thermostat, and no Molecular Dynamics force field. The rigid (green circles) strands had no internal DOFs, only the 12 rigid-body DOFs; also no forces were applied. The flexible strands (blue plusses and orange squares) had Watson-Crick RNABuilder forces pulling complementary bases on opposite strands together. All three runs showed approximately O(n) scaling. Considerable savings resulted from rigidifying the strands. The user is advised that absolute performance is dependent on simulation conditions; thus relative times are most meaningful.
is O(n) and that rigidification greatly reduces cost. Our results suggest that RNABuilder will be useful for modeling much larger RNA structures, up to around 13,000 residues on a laptop in 32 bit mode.
AVAILABILITY
Binary distributions (for Linux, Mac, and Windows) of RNABuilder are available for download from the RNA-Toolbox project at https://simtk.org/home/rnatoolbox, which also provides source code. A tutorial is available in the "Downloads" section. The Simbios National Center provides software support and workshops for using RNABuilder. This work was done using RNABuilder revision 284, Molmodel revision 650, and Simbody revision 1030.
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